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Abstract
The BRST-anti-BRST covariant extension is suggested for the split involution quanti-
zation scheme for the second class constrained theories. The constraint algebra generating
equations involve on equal footing a pair of BRST charges for second class constraints and a
pair of the respective anti-BRST charges. Formalism displays explicit Sp(2)×Sp(2) symme-
try property. Surprisingly, the the BRST-anti-BRST algebra must involve a central element,
related to the nonvanishing part of the constraint commutator and having no direct analogue
in a first class theory. The unitarizing Hamiltonian is fixed by the requirement of the explicit
BRST-anti-BRST symmetry with a much more restricted ambiguity if compare to a first
class theory or split involution second class case in the nonsymmetric formulation.
The general method construction is supplemented by the explicit derivation of the ex-
tended BRST symmetry generators for several examples of the second class theories, includ-
ing self–dual nonabelian model and massive Yang Mills theory.
1 Introduction
The BFV–BRST theory originally appeared as a tool for quantization of the gauge fields or, from
the standpoint of a general Hamiltonian formalism, constrained dynamical systems. Hamiltonian
BFV–BRST formalism first developed by Batalin, Fradkin and Vilkovisky [1] (for review see
[2, 3]) is well established today to solve, in principle, quantization problem in a general first
class constrained system. The anti-BRST symmetry [4] attracted considerable interest due to an
elegant structure revealed in quantum theory possessing both BRST and anti–BRST symmetry
on equal footing [5, 6, 7, 8]. In the Sp(2) covariant description, BRST and anti-BRST charges
form a doublet Ωa, a = 1, 2. In nonsymmetric approach, one of them, say Ω1, could be identified
to a charge, and another one to an anti–charge. An Sp(2) symmetry of the formalism can be
retained at all the stages of the quantization procedure although it restricts the choice of gauge
fixing term.
In contrast to a first class constraint theory, a second class one does not have today a uni-
versal tool for quantization. Three basic trends could be distinguished among the approaches to
quantization of second class constrained systems.
The first trend is to reduce (directly or indirectly) the phase space eliminating the constraints.
This approach is often related to an attempt to find a realization for a Dirac bracket in quantum
theory. In a theory with nonlinear constraints, this bracket may depend upon the fields and,
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generally speaking, the bracket appears to be nonlocal in a local theory. So it is hardly possible to
expect too much from this idea from the standpoint of the operator quantization in the theories
with nontrivial second class constraints. In the path integral formalism, the idea of reduction
results in a singular measure [9, 10].
The second trend, quite opposite to the first one, implies to extend the initial phase space by
auxiliary variables to convert the original second class constraints into effective first class ones
in the extended manifold. This idea was applied probably first by Stuckelberg [11] to gauge the
massive abelian vector field theory introducing an auxiliary scalar field. From the viewpoint of the
general Hamiltonian constrained dynamics, the conversion idea was suggested in Ref [12, 13] and
the respective general theory was developed in Ref[14, 15]. Today we observe a fairly large number
of attempts to exploit this method (and the numerous reformulations) in various applications
including superparticles and superstrings, sigma models, massive Yang-Mills fields, etc. The
advantage of this approach is that it allows to apply well established machinery of the Hamiltonian
BFV-BRST method as soon as one has converted the theory in the first class. The weak point
in the conversion idea is related to the possible conflict between the space-time covariance and
locality and embedding of the original second class surface in the extended manifold. What is
more, in general the effective first class theory is equivalent to the original second class one only
locally in the phase manifold, so some of the topologically determined properties of the second
class theory could be lost when the conversion is performed.
The third trend is an attempt to quantize second class theory as it is, i.e. without recourse
to reduction or extension of the original phase space. With this regard we refer to the papers
[16, 17, 18, 19]. In particular, in the split involution approach [16, 17], the second class the-
ory is quantized with the original phase space variables (no extra variables introduced) subject
to canonical commutation relations, whereas the constraints are accounted by weak conditions
selecting physical states. These conditions are related to the extended BRST symmetry associ-
ated in this approach to the second class constraints. This BRST symmetry is generated for the
pure second class constrained theory [16] by a pair of independent BRST charges constructed
from the original constraints1. The only restriction is that the specific constraint basis should be
chosen for this construction to obey the split involution conjecture [16] (which is briefly recalled
in the next section). These two charges form Sp(2) doublet, and the split involution formalism
displays certain resemblance to the of the BRST-anti-BRST Sp(2) covariant formulation of the
gauge theory. However one should remember of the important distinctions as well: 1) in the split
involution case both the charges are BRST ones, i.e., they have the ghost number 1, whereas
in the BRST-anti-BRST theory charges have the opposite ghost numbers; 2) In split involution
case each of the charges includes its own set of the constraints, being independent from the set of
another charge involved in the doublet, in BRST-anti-BRST theory both charges include the same
constraints; 3) the split involution BRST symmetry is not related to any gauge invariance of the
original constrained theory, as it is of the second class, whereas BRST and anti-BRST symmetry
in the first class theory could be thought about as a residual global invariance emerged from the
original gauge transformations. Thus split involution approach allows to construct directly an
extended BRST symmetric description for the second class theory without reduction or extension
of the original theory.
In this paper, we suggest the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric extension for the split involution
method for a pure second class constrained theory. This extension shows some essentially new
features both from the viewpoint of the algebra and it’s dynamical content as compared to the
1Generalization of the method to the case of both first and second class is given in [17], the existence theorem
for this extended BRST algebra is proven in [20]
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respective construction known in a first class theory. In particular, we observe that the BRST-
anti-BRST algebra must have a central extension in the second class theory. The central element
originates from the revertible element in the second class constraint commutators. This extended
formulation allows to explicitly construct BRST-anti-BRST invariant quantum theory for any
second class system if the constraint basis was found subject to the split involution conjecture.
Stress once again that, in our approach, the BRST embedding of the second class system is per-
formed without transformation of the second class constraints into effective first class ones and
without any auxiliary variables ”gauging” the original theory. To exemplify the general method,
we consider two systems where the split involution constraint basis can be explicitly found. Both
these second class theories are embedded in the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric theory as they are,
without any converting procedure.
One of the examples is a massive Yang-Mills field theory in d = 4 which is a traditional test
model for polishing out the general schemes for the quantization second class systems. Another
considered example is the self–dual nonabelian model [22] which is extensively discussed in the last
few years in relation to the BRST quantization of the second class systems. The usual treatment
of the model (see [23] and references therein) employs the idea to embed the original second class
theory in a more wide phase space of the first class system possessing an artificial gauge invariance.
It is the gauge symmetry which underlies the BRST invariance in the converting approach. This
effective BRST invariance of the converted first class theory breaks the explicit self-duality of the
model. The advantage of our approach in this case, besides simplicity, is that it does not cause
any contradiction between explicit self–duality and BRST symmetry.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly recalls the basic features of the
split involution construction without explicit anti-BRST symmetry. In Section 3 we introduce the
ghost-anti-ghost covariant notations and define the BRST-anti-BRST invariant extension for the
generating equations for the second class constraint algebra. Then we find an explicit solution to
the generating equations for the case when the split involution relations are restricted to define
Lie algebras. Section 4 contains discussion of the unitarizing Hamiltonian defined in an explicitly
BRST-anti-BRST covariant form. In the end of this Section we show how to reproduce the non-
extended formulation [16] within the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric approach. In Section 5 we
consider apply the general scheme to specific models to exemplify the method. In conclusion we
discuss some of the possible applications of the paper results and some of their peculiarities.
2 Split involution construction.
Consider two sets of linearly independent second class constraints T aα(q, p) , a = 1, 2 ; α =
1, ..., m.2 The Poisson bracket of the constraints has symmetric and antysymmetric parts in a b :
{T aα , T
b
β} =
1
2
{T (aα , T
b)
β }+
1
2
{T [aα , T
b]
β } , (1)
A{a b} = A(a b) = Aab + Aba , A[ab] = Aab −Aba ,
{T [aα , T
b]
β } ≡ ǫ
ab∆αβ . (2)
where εab is an Sp(2)–invariant constant tensor ǫ
12 = 1, ǫ12 = −1, ǫ
abǫbc = δ
a
c .
2 In this paper we consider only even Grassmann constraints to avoid sign factors, although no essential problem
appears in an odd case as well.
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The split involution conjecture [16] implies that it is the antisymmetric part (2) which forms
the invertible element in the constraint matrix (1)
∃∆−1 , ∆αβ ≡ ∆βα ≡ ǫba{T
a
α , T
b
β} , (3)
The symmetric part of the constraint commutator (1) and the Hamiltonian should obey the split
involution relations
{ T (aα , T
b)
β } = U
(a
αβ
γ(q, p) T b)γ , (4)
Uaαβ
γ = − Uaβα
γ ,
{H , T bβ} = Vβ
γT bγ , Vβ
γ = Vβ
γ (q, p) (5)
The split involution relations (4,5) do not actually restrict the second class constraint surface,
although they require a special basis for the constraints and a special choice of the Hamiltonian
outside the constraint surface. In the simplest case, when Uaαβ
γ = const, the relations (4) define
a pair of Lie algebras mutually related by a certain compatibility condition involving both sets of
the structure constants U1, U2 [16]:
U
(a
αβ
γU b)γν
ρ + U
(a
βν
γU b)γα
ρ + U (aνα
γU
b)
γβ
ρ = 0 , (6)
These conditions include, besides the Jacobi identity for U1 and, independently, U2, some ad-
ditional restrictions (appeared when a 6= b in (6)) to the respective Lie algebras. For the case
Vβ
γ = const, it should obey the compatibility condition following immediately from (4), (5):
Uaαβ
γVγ
ν − Vα
γUaγβ
ν + Vβ
γUaγα
ν = 0.
To build the BRST invariant theory, the split involution method implies to introduce Lagrange
multipliers λaα , a = 1, 2 , α = 1, . . . , m
{λaα, λ
b
β} = dαβ ǫ
ab , dαβ ≡ dβα = const , ∃d
αβ : dαβdβγ = δ
α
γ , (7)
and an odd ghost variable set for each the pair T aα , a = 1, 2 :
{Cα , P¯β } = δ
α
β , {P
α , C¯β } = δ
α
β , gh(C) = gh(P) = 1 , gh(C¯) = gh(P¯) = −1 . (8)
Next is to construct a Sp(2) doublet of the BRST generators Qa and BRST invariant Hamiltonian
H, being defined by the Sp(2) covariant generating equations
{Qa , Qb } = 0 , {Qa ,H} = 0, (9)
Then the complete Unitarizing Hamiltonian of the theory is built in the Sp(2)–symmetric form
Hcomplete = H +
1
2
εab {Q
b , {Qa , B }} , (10)
where B is known as a ”gauge–fixing” Boson, gh(B) = −2. The simplest possible choice for B is
as follows
B = P¯αC¯
α (11)
Being the physical quantities defined in an invariant way, they do not depend on a particular
choice of the B. This independence is quite a nontrivial feature of the split involution scheme
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[16, 17], because we have pure second–class constraints which do not generate an actual gauge
symmetry 3.
The solution for the Fermions Qa, a = 1, 2 and Boson H is sought in the form of a series
expansion in ghost powers
Qa = Cµ T aµ + P
α λaα + . . . , H = H + . . . . (12)
These relations can be thought about as a boundary condition to the generating equations (9)
Mention that the Poisson bracket between Qa does not include an antisymmetric combination a
and b, so the commutativity of the charges (9) has no contradiction to the noncommutativity of
the corresponding constraints (3).
The relations (12) show again the distinction between split involution scheme and Sp(2) co-
variant BRST-anti-BRST formulation of a first class theory: in the latter case, the ghosts and anti
ghosts form an Sp(2) doublet entering the charges, while in the split involution the constraints
and Lagrange multipliers introduce the Sp(2) transformation space.
We would like to note again that the extended BRST symmetry in the split involution theory (9,
10, 12) has no relation to any gauge transformations as all the constraints T aα , being involved into
Qa (12), are of the second class indeed (3). The commutativity of the charges and Hamiltonian (9)
is possible in spite of noncommutativity of the constraints themselves (3). The BRST symmetry
emerges here not from the gauge identities of the original theory, it follows from the remarkable
polarization of the second class constraint surface revealed in the split involution relations (4, 5).
3 BRST–anti–BRST symmetric description
for the second class theory
In this section, we introduce an anti–BRST charge for each of the charges Qa and formulate the
BRST–anti–BRST symmetric extension for the generating equations (9, 12) of the split involution
method.
At first we need the covariant notation for the ghost anti-ghost variables themselves. Introduce
a doublet of the odd Grassman ghost canonical pairs C a˙ α, Pb˙ α, a˙ = 1, 2 for each the constraint
pair T aα . The indices of the Sp(2) group, which specify ghost or anti–ghost canonical pair in this
doublet, are denoted by dots in distinction from the indices related to the second class constraints
T aα and the corresponding Lagrange multipliers (7)
{C a˙ α , Pb˙ β } = δ
a˙
b˙ δ
α
β , (13)
gh(C a˙ α) = −gh(Pa˙ α) = (−1)
a˙+1.
We find sometimes convenient to use both lower and upper indices a˙ = 1, 2 and α = 1, . . . , m:
P b˙ β = Pc˙ γǫ
c˙b˙dγβ , {C a˙ α , P b˙ β } = ǫa˙b˙dαβ .
Finally, we have the following complete set of canonical variables:
ΓA = (qi, pj; C
a˙ α,Pb˙ β; λ
a α) , a = 1, 2 , a˙ = 1, 2 , α = 1, . . . , m .
3 The relations (9, 10) coincide at the first glance to the respective relations of the formalism developed in
Ref [5, 6] to quantize gauge–invariant theories formulated in a ghost–anti–ghost symmetric fashion. However, the
ghost numbers of the BRST generators (Q1, Q2) are (+1, +1) in the split involution scheme, while in the ghost–
anti–ghost symmetric first class theory these numbers are (+1, −1). The ”gauge” boson B (10) has ghost number
−2, in distinction to zero number of the respective quantity in the BRST–anti–BRST gauge theory.
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which includes, besides the original canonical coordinates and momenta qi, pj , a doublet of canon-
ical ghost–anti–ghost pairs (13), and one canonical pair of the Lagrange multipliers (7), for each
the constraint pair.
Introduce the generating operators Ωa˙ a (Γ) and H (Γ) with the following distribution of the
ghost numbers
ε(Ωa˙ a) = 1 , gh(Ωa˙ a) = (−1)a˙+1 , ε(H) = 0 , gh(H) = 0 .
to be a power series in ghosts, anti–ghosts and Lagrange multipliers
Ωa˙ a = C a˙ µ T aµ − P
a˙ αλaα + . . . , H = H + . . . . (14)
Thus, the pair Ω1˙ a , a = 1, 2 can be considered as BRST generators (12), while the other pair
Ω2˙ a , a = 1, 2 should serve as an Sp(2) doublet of anti-BRST generators.
The Poisson bracket between Ωa˙ a is decomposed into totally symmetric and antisymmetric
part with respect to permutations of the indices a = 1, 2 and, independently, a˙ = 1, 2:
{Ωa˙ a , Ωb˙ b } ≡ {Ωa˙ a , Ωb˙ b }sym + ǫ
a˙b˙ǫab∆ ,
where { , }sym is a symmetric part:
{Ωa˙ a , Ωb˙ b }sym ≡
1
4
{Ω(a˙ {a , Ωb˙) b} } ,
∆ ≡
1
4
ǫa˙b˙ǫab{Ω
a˙ a , Ωb˙ b } , ε(∆) = 0 , gh(∆) = 0 . (15)
We observe, in contrast to the nonextended case, that the Poisson bracket between the extended
BRST generators may involve antisymmetric part in a and b which emerges when anyone of the
charges is taken together with the anti–charge to another ”half” of the constraints. As the different
constraint ”halves” T 1α , T
2
β do not commute to each other (3), the totally antisymmetric part (15)
can not vanish. That is why, the commutation relations between BRST and anti-BRST charges
have to involve the new generator ∆ (15) which has direct analogue neither in a first class theory
nor in the nonextended BRST formulation for a split involution second class system. As to the
symmetric part of the commutator between the generators Ωa˙ a, the formalism contains no Sp(2)
covariant tensors to be involved in the r.h.s. Moreover, comparison to the nonextended theory
reveals obstructions to noncommutativity in the symmetric sector.
With the account of all said above, one may impose the following extended system of generating
equations
{Ωa˙ a , Ωb˙ b }sym = 0 , (16)
{Ωa˙ a , H} = 0 , (17)
which reveals an explicit Sp(2) symmetry under ghost–antighost Sp(2)–rotations, and indepen-
dently, it has an invariant form with respect to the Sp(2) transformations of the split involution
constraint basis T aα . The equations (16), (17) should be supplemented by the boundary conditions
following the definitions (14)
δΩa˙ a
δC b˙ α
∣∣∣∣∣
C=P=λ=0
= Tαδ
a˙
b˙ ,
δΩa˙ a
δλbα
∣∣∣∣∣
C=λ=0
= −P a˙αδ
a
b = −Pb˙ αǫ
b˙a˙ δab , (18)
H|C=P=λ=0 = H. (19)
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In principle, one may omit the symmetrization in the left hand side of the equation (16),
including simultaneously ∆ (15) into the r.h.s. Then the generating equations (16) read
{Ωa˙ a , Ωb˙ b } = ǫa˙b˙ǫab∆ , (20)
and involve, in a sense, the revertible element of the constraint Poisson bracket matrix ∆αβ (3)
entering ∆ (15). This unusual mixture of the revertible element and involution relations, being
encoded in the equations (20), contains no contradiction as the compatibility condition
{Ωa˙ a , ∆ } = 0 (21)
is automatically fulfilled by virtue of the definition ∆ (15) and Jacobi identity. In fact, the totally
antisymmetric part of the first of the relations (20) is not a new equation but just the definition
for the quantity ∆. Mention that the equations (17) and (20) imply the compatibility condition
{H , ∆ } = 0 , (22)
which is not a new restriction as well. Relations (20,21,22) show that the split involution BRST -
anti - BRST algebra is extended by the central element ∆ (15), which emerges from the noncom-
mutativity of the second class constraints.
The absence of the algebraic contradictions among the generating equations (16) (or (20)) and
(17) does not automatically provide the existence for the solution with regard of the given bound-
ary conditions (18), (19). The question is: whether the split involution relations, being imposed
onto the original constraints and Hamiltonian (4), (5), are sufficient to provide the solution to (16),
(17), or one should strengthen the restrictions to the constraint algebra. In general, the problem
remains to be investigated, but for the case of an algebra (more precisely, when the structure
functions Uaαβ
γ (4), Vβ
γ (5) are constants) we have obtained an explicit solution to the generating
equations. As is shown below in this Section, the solution exists for a general split involution al-
gebra (4) and no restrictions appear to the structure constants Uaαβ
γ besides the respective Jacobi
identity (6). However, the group of the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric generating equations for the
Hamiltonian H (17) restricts the structure constants Vβ
γ (5) to obey an extra symmetry require-
ment. This new condition (which is necessary to provide an explicit BRST-anti-BRST symmetry)
does not restrict the Hamiltonian on the constraint surface, and could be always met by adding to
H certain contributions squared in constraints. In a sense, this symmetry requirement to structure
constants Vβ
γ (5) is an analog to the restriction imposed to the gauge fixing condition to provide
the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric description in a first class theory [5, 6, 7, 8].
Let us expose the solution to generating equations with the split involution structure coeffi-
cients Uaαβ
γ, Vβ
γ(4), (5) being constants:
Ωa˙ a = C a˙ αT aα − P
a˙
αλ
aα +
1
2
C a˙αC b˙βP c˙νǫb˙c˙ U
a
αβ
ν +
+
1
2
C a˙ νλa αλcβǫcdU
d
να
β +
1
24
C b˙ αC c˙ βC a˙ νλcρǫb˙c˙ǫcd U
(a
αν
γU
d)
γβ
ρ +
+ C b˙ αC c˙ βC a˙ νλa ρǫc˙b˙ Zαβνρ + C
b˙ αC c˙ βC k˙ µC l˙ νC a˙ ρǫb˙c˙ǫk˙l˙R
a
αβµνρ , (23)
H = H + C a˙ αP b˙βVα
βǫa˙b˙ +
1
2
λaαλbβ Vα
βǫba . (24)
The coefficients Uaαβ
γ (23) are identified to the respective constants of the split involution (4) and
required to obey only the identity (6). These constants have the natural symmetry property
Uaαβ
γ = − Uaβα
γ . (25)
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The constants Vα
β (24) should coincide to the corresponding structure coefficients of the split in-
volution relations for the original Hamiltonian (5) and, besides that, they should be antisymmetric
Vαβ = − Vβα , Vαβ = Vα
γ dγβ . (26)
In contrast to (25), the relation (26) does not automatically follow from the respective split invo-
lution relations (5), so it is a restriction to the definition of the Hamiltonian H off the constraints.
The higher order structure coefficients Zαβνρ and R
a
αβµνρ (23) are expressed via the original
structure constants Uaαβ
γ as follows
Zαβνρ = ǫbc
{
1
24
U bνα
γU cγβ
σdσρ +
1
12
U bνα
γU cγρ
σdσβ +
+
1
12
U bβρ
γU cγα
σdσν +
1
6
U bαρ
γU cγν
σdσβ +
1
8
U bρβ
γU cνα
σdσγ
}
; (27)
Raαβµνρ = ǫbc
[
1
48
U bαµ
γU cγν
σUaρβ
θdθσ +
1
16
U bρν
γUaγβ
σU cµα
θdθσ +
+
1
24
U bµα
γU cγρ
σUaσβ
θdθν +
1
24
U bρµ
γU cγν
σUaσα
θdθβ
]
. (28)
In comparison to the respective solution of the split involution generating equations without an
explicit anti-BRST symmetry (9) [16], we observe that the terms are engaged of a new type. In
particular, the solution for Ωa˙a (23) includes contributions of higher orders in ghosts C a˙α and
Lagrange multipliers λaα. Of course, the solution (23) obeys the nonextended equations (9) with
the identification Ω1˙a ≡ Qa , but for Qa one may find another solution without higher orders
in ghosts and Lagrange multipliers. Usually only these simplest solutions are considered in the
nonextended case, although the general solution to (9) contains an arbitrary part [20] which may
include more complicated terms like those constitute the higher order contributions in (23).
To compare the solution (23) with the rank–1 gauge theory in the BRST–anti–BRST covariant
formalism [5], one may fix index a, choosing in a sense ”one half” of the second class constraints
T aα , a = 1, 2; α = 1, . . . , m to be a first class system and forgetting another ”half”. In this way, the
respective ”half” of the generating equations (16) reduces to the Sp(2) covariant BRST-anti-BRST
equations of a first class theory [5]. These equations admit more simple solution with vanishing
structure coefficients Zαβνρ (27) and R
a
αβµνρ (28) [5]. Mention that solution (23) may contain also
some unusual terms of lower orders in ghost and Lagrange multiplier canonical variables. For
example, the first BRST-anti-BRST charge doublet Ωa˙ 1 in (23), being related to the first half of
the constraints T 1α, contains contributions like
−
1
2
C a˙νλ1αλ1βU
2
να
β −
1
24
C b˙αC c˙βC a˙νλ1ρǫb˙c˙U
(1
αν
γU
2)
γβ
ρ
which includes structure constant U2αβ
γ related to the constraints T 2α. Due to these terms, the
respective charge doublet must have nontrivial form even for the abelian constraints T 1α.
For the case of one abelian and one non–abelian algebra, e.g. U1 = 0, U2 6= 0 the solution
(23) for Ωa˙ 1 takes the form
Ωa˙ 1 = C a˙ αT 1α − P
a˙
αλ
1α +
1
2
C a˙ νλ1αλ1β U
2
αν
β . (29)
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The second BRST-anti-BRST doublet reads
Ωa˙ 2 = C a˙ αT 2α − P
a˙
αλ
2α +
1
2
C a˙ αC c˙ βP d˙ν ǫc˙d˙ U
2
αβ
ν +
+
1
2
C a˙ νλ2αλ1β U
2
αν
β +
1
12
C c˙ αC d˙ βC a˙ νλ1ρǫc˙d˙ U
2
να
γU2γβ
ρ . (30)
It is the later charge which coincides to the conventional rank-1 solution of the first class theory
[5]. In this sense, the second class BRST-anti-BRST theory includes the respective first class
formulation as a special split involution case related to one abelian and one non–abelian algebra.
4 Unitarizing Hamiltonian
In previous section, we have formulated generating equations for the BRST-anti-BRST generators
and the Hamiltonian H. Now we are in the position to discuss the invariant total Hamiltonian
which has to involve the terms with Lagrange multipliers and constraints, terms like Faddeev-
Popov matrix, etc.
Consider the value ∆ (15) which corresponds the particular solution (23) related to the BRST-
anti-BRST generators with the abelian constraints U1 = U2 = 0:
Ωa˙ a = C a˙ αT aα − P
a˙
αλ
aα ,
∆ ≡
1
4
ǫa˙b˙ǫab{Ω
a˙ a, Ωb˙ b} = −
1
4
C a˙ αC b˙ βǫa˙b˙∆αβ + ǫabT
a
αλ
bβ −
1
2
P a˙βP
b˙
αǫa˙b˙d
αβ .
One may see that the later expression contains all the necessary ”gauge–fixing” terms. As ∆
commutes to Ωa˙ a in general case (20) (with different nonvanishing structure functions U1, U2), it
could be used to construct the sought–for unitarizing Hamiltonian in the following way:
Hcomplete = H +∆ , (31)
the Hamiltonian H is defined by equations (17). In the rank-1 theory (more precisely when all
the structure functions U1, U2, V are constants), the explicit expression for H has been obtained
in the previous section (24). In principle, one can use in the definition (31) an arbitrary function
F (∆) instead of ∆ ,
Hcomplete = H + F (∆) . (32)
with the only requirement that F should contain nonvanishing linear part. Curious to mention
that ∆ conserves with respect to this total Hamiltonian,
{∆ , Hcomplete } = 0 ,
Notice that the definition of the unitarizing Hamiltonian in the BFV–BRST theory involves an
arbitrary function (gauge Fermion Ψ [1], or gauge boson B in the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric
description [5]) which is responsible for the gauge fixing conditions. In the split involution the-
ory for the second class constraints [16, 17], no any gauge invariance present, nevertheless, the
Hamiltonian Hcomplete (10) includes an arbitrary boson B of a ghost number −2, and the physi-
cal quantities do not depend on the particular choice of B. In the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric
description, the split involution formalism allows more narrow arbitrariness in unitarizing Hamil-
tonian, all the freedom reduces to the choice of a particular function F (∆) to be introduced into
Hcomplete (32). The wide symmetry of the formalism with 4 odd BRST or anti-BRST generators
makes almost unambiguous the choice of the invariant unitarizing Hamiltonian.
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In the case when one has abelian algebra for one set of the constraints (say T 1α), and non–
abelian for another one, the charges have the form (29,30). The respective part of the unitarizing
Hamiltonian reads
∆ = −
1
4
C c˙ αC d˙ βǫc˙d˙∆αβ + ǫcdT
c
αλ
dα −
1
2
P c˙αP
d˙
βǫc˙d˙d
βα +
+ C c˙ αP d˙βλ
1µǫc˙d˙
(
1
2
U2σα
νdσβdνµ + U
2
µα
β
)
+
1
2
λnαλmβǫnmλ
1
νU
2
αβ
ν +
+
1
8
C c˙αC d˙βλ1µλ
1
νǫc˙d˙ U
2
σα
µU2βγ
νdγσ.
This expression can be identified to the respective gauge–fixing contribution in the first class
theory if the constraints T 1α are thought about as gauges. This viewpoint assumes, however, the
extra restriction to the gauges T 1α = {B , T
2
α} to be abelian. The latter assumption in fact restricts
the choice of the gauge Boson of the first class theory4.
In the general case of 2 different algebras involved in the split involution relations the ”gauge-
fixing” part of the complete Hamiltonian reads
∆ = −
1
4
C c˙ αC d˙ βǫc˙d˙∆αβ + ǫcdT
c
αλ
dα −
1
2
P c˙αP
d˙
βǫc˙d˙d
αβ +
+ C c˙ αP d˙β λ
c µǫc˙d˙ǫcd
(
1
2
Udασ
νdσβdνµ + U
d
αµ
β
)
+
+
1
2
λk αλl βλc µǫklǫcdU
d
βα
νdνµ +
+
1
16
C c˙αC d˙βλcµλ
k
νǫc˙d˙ǫcdǫkl U
(d
σα
µU
l)
βγ
νdγσ +
+C c˙ αC d˙ βλc µλd νǫc˙d˙ǫcdǫkl
(
1
8
Ukνµ
γU lγα
σdσβ +
1
4
Ukαν
γU lγµ
σdσβ +
+
1
4
Ukαν
σU lβµ
γdγσ +
1
16
Ukσα
θU lβγ
λdθµd
γσdλν
)
+
+C k˙ αC l˙ βC c˙ νP d˙ρ ǫk˙l˙ǫc˙d˙
(
− Zαβν
ρ +
1
8
Ukαν
γU lγβ
ρǫkl
)
+
+C k˙ αC l˙ βC c˙ µC d˙ νλk ρǫk˙l˙ǫc˙d˙ǫkl
(
1
2
[Rlρµαβν +R
l
µραβν +R
l
αβρµν +R
l
αβµρν ]−
−Rlαβµνρ +
1
32
ǫcdU
c
αµ
γU (dγν
σU
l)
σβ
θdθρ +
1
96
ǫcdU
(l
αν
σU
c)
σβ
γUdµρ
θdθγ +
+
1
4
U lµα
γZγνβρ +
1
4
U lµα
γZνγβρ + [
1
4
U lαρ
γ +
1
2
U lασ
θdσγdθρ]Zµνβγ
)
+
4 In physically relevant cases, this additional requirement are usually satisfied by conventional gauges, e.g.
in Yang-Mills theory, the Lorentz gauge meets the split involution conditions with one abelian and one non–
abelian algebra. Curious that the split involution approach allows thereby to introduce two BRST charges and
two respective anti–charges (29), (30) in the conventional massless Y-M theory. One may consider all these four
independent conserved charges on equal footing.
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+C r˙ αC s˙ βC c˙ µC d˙ νC k˙ γC l˙ ρǫr˙s˙ǫc˙d˙ǫk˙l˙
(
1
2304
U (cγα
δU
k)
δβ
λU (dµρ
θU
l)
θν
σǫcdǫkldσλ −
1
2
ZαβγσZµνρ
σ +
+
1
4
ǫcdU
c
µγ
σ[Rdσναβρ +R
d
νσαβρ +R
d
αβσνρ +R
d
αβνσρ]
)
.
This expression is much more cumbersome if compared to the respective answer of the split invo-
lution approach [16, 17]. The extra terms of the higher order in ghosts and Lagrange multipliers
must appear to provide the explicit BRST-anti-BRST symmetry.
Let us discuss in more details the relationship between the ”gauge-fixing” procedure in the
split involution theory, being based on the double commutator (10), and the respective expression
∆ (15) of the anti-BRST extended theory with a single commutation of the charges. With this
regard, the key observation is that the charges Ωa˙ a, being solutions of the generating equations
(16) with the due ghost numbers, are linked by the following remarkable relations:
{Ωa˙a , B b˙c˙} =
1
3
ǫa˙(b˙ Ωc˙)a , (33)
ǫc˙b˙{Ω
b˙a , B c˙a˙} = Ωa˙a , (34)
where we have introduced the following Boson function
Ba˙b˙ =
1
3
P(a˙α C
b˙)α . (35)
Making use of Ba˙b˙ (35) and (34), we can represent ∆ (15) as a linear combination of the double
commutators
∆ ≡
1
4
ǫa˙b˙ǫab{Ω
a˙ a, Ωb˙ b} = −
1
4
ǫa˙b˙ǫc˙d˙ǫab{{B
a˙c˙ , Ωb˙a}, Ωd˙b}.
Taking into account generating equations (16) one finds that ∆ contains, in fact, only one
commutator:
∆ = {Ω1˙ 1, Ω2˙ 2} = −{Ω1˙ 2, Ω2˙ 1}. (36)
If one identifies the first component of the charge-anti-charge doublet to be the charge Ω1˙a ≡ Qa ,
and considers Ω2˙a as the corresponding anti–charges, the relation (36) will mean that the ”gauge-
fixing” part in the unitarizing Hamiltonian (31) is constituted by the anticommutator between
a charge of one half of the second class constraint set T 1α, T
2
α and an anti–charge related to the
rest half. Substituting (33) into (36), we obtain different representations for ∆ in the form of the
double commutator
∆ =
3
2
{{B1˙2˙,Ω1˙a},Ω2˙b}ǫab =
3
2
{{B1˙2˙,Ω2˙a},Ω1˙b}ǫab =
= −
3
4
{{B1˙1˙,Ω2˙a},Ω2˙b}ǫab = −
3
4
{{B2˙2˙,Ω1˙a},Ω1˙b}ǫab .
Consider the latter noncovariant expression for ∆. Identifying the ghost-antighost pairs (13) to
the respective noncovariant notations,
C 1˙α ≡ Cα , P 1˙α ≡ −Pα , C 2˙α ≡ C¯α ,P 2˙α ≡ P¯α ,
we find that 3
2
B2˙2˙ coincides to the gauge-fixing Boson B in the split involution nonextended
formalism (11).
3
2
B2˙2˙ =
1
2
P(2˙α C
2˙)α = P¯αC¯
α = B ,
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and the ”gauge-fixing” term ∆ in the unitarizing Hamiltonian (15,31) of the BRST–anti–BRST
covariant theory reduces thereby to the same for as is in the original split involution theory (10).
∆ =
1
2
ǫab {Q
b , {Qa , B }} . (37)
Note that the equality (37) is true only for those Qa ≡ Ω1˙a which obey the extended equations
(16), (17), i.e. the unitarizing Hamiltonian of the nonextended theory (10) coincides to the ghost-
antighost covariant expression (15,31) only for a particular solution of the nonextended equations
(9). This special solution may differ from the simplest one which has the lowest possible order in
ghosts and Lagrange multipliers.
5 Examples of the BRST-anti-BRST symmetry
of the second class systems.
In this section we consider two examples of the nonabelian vector field models subject to second
class constraints. The main question is to explicitly find the constraint basis obeying the split
involution property. Once this basis has been found, the BRST-anti-BRST symmetric description
is automatically constructed following the general prescription of the previous two sections of the
paper. In general, the same theory may admit several different split involution constraint basis.
In each of the examples we choose the basis which is a simplest one from the viewpoint of the split
involution constraint algebra. So we choose two strongly involutive constraint sets for each of the
examples, that provides all extended BRST generators Ωaa˙ to be linear in the ghost variables.
5.1 Self–dual nonabelian model
Consider 2 + 1 nonabelian vector field fAµ , µ = 0, 1, 2; A = 1, . . . , N with the Lagrangian [22]
L =
1
2
fAµ f
µA −
1
4m
εµνρf
µν Af ρA +
1
12m
εµνρc
ABCfµAf ν Bf ρC . (38)
We adopt following notations: ηµν = diag(+,−,−), ε012 = 1, ε12 = ε
12 = 1, cABC is a total
antisymmetric structure constant of a Lie group. Covariant derivative and field tensor is defined
as usual:
fµν A = ∂µf ν A − ∂νfµA + cABCfµBf ν C
∇iφA = ∂iφA + cABCf i BφC .
Introduce momenta πAµ canonically conjugate to f
µA,
{fµA(x) , πBν (y)} = δ
µ
ν δ
ABδ(x− y).
There are primary constraints
θA0 = π
A
0 , (39)
θAi = π
A
i +
1
2m
εijf
j A. (40)
The Hamiltonian reads
H = −
1
2
fAµ f
µA +
1
2m
f 0Aεijf
ij A. (41)
Conservation of the primary constraints (39),40) leads to the secondary constraints
θA3 = f
0A − fˆA, (42)
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where we denote
fˆA =
1
2m
εijf
ij A. (43)
The constraints have following Poisson brackets
{θA0 (x), θ
B
0 (y)} = 0,
{θA3 (x), θ
B
3 (y)} = 0,
{θA0 (x), θ
B
3 (y)} = −δ
ABδ(2)(x− y),
{θAi (x), θ
B
j (y)} =
1
m
εijδ
ABδ(2)(x− y),
{θAi (x), θ
B
3 (y)} = −
1
m
εij
[
δAB∂jδ(2)(x− y) + cABCf j Cδ(2)(x− y)
]
.
Thus we observe that all the constraints are of the second class.
It is convenient to rewrite the Hamiltonian in the form
Hinitial =
1
2
f i Af iA + fˆAfˆA, (44)
which differs from (41) by the contributions proportional to the constraints θA3 . This Hamiltonian
is in the involution with the constraints
{θA0 , Hinitial} = 0,
{θA3 , Hinitial} = 0,
{θAi , Hinitial} = −f
i A −
1
m
εij∇
j fˆA.
Constraints θAi (40) are trivial in the sense they just express the fact that f
i A , i = 1, 2 form
canonically conjugated pairs. Thus we may solve these linear constraints eliminating momenta
πAi , and define a Poisson bracket in the respective reduced space
5. The new Poisson brackets read
{f i A, f j B} = −mεijδAB . (45)
Below in this section we use this bracket until mentioned otherwise. The commutation relations
of fˆA (43) have the form
{fˆA, fˆB} = −cABC fˆC ,
{fˆA(x), f i B(y)} = −δAB∂iδ(2)(x− y)− cABCf iCδ(2)(x− y).
This results in following involution between the constraints θA0 , θ
A
3 (39,42) and the Hamiltonian
{θA0 , θ
B
0 } = 0 ,
{θA0 , θ
B
3 } = −δ
AB ,
{θA3 , θ
B
3 } = −c
ABC fˆC ,
{θA0 , Hinitial} = 0 ,
{θA3 , Hinitial} = −∂
if i A .
(46)
To meet the split involution conjecture, we choose another basis of the constraints T aA, a = 1, 2,
being equivalent to the original one (39,42), and the equivalent Hamiltonian:
T 1A = πA0 , (47)
5 This bracket actually coincides to the Dirac one, if the latter is built of the constraints θA
i
(40).
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T 2A = f 0A − ΦAB fˆB, (48)
H =
1
2
(f iA − ∂iπB0 Φ
BA)2 +
1
2
fˆAfˆA, (49)
where matrix ΦAB(π0) should satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equations (here ∂
A stands for a partial
derivative by πA0 )
− ∂AΦBC + ∂BΦAC = cA
′B′CΦAA
′
ΦBB
′
(50)
and boundary conditions
ΦAB|pi0=0 = δ
AB . (51)
These equations has the solution:
ΦAB =
[
(eV − 1)V −1
]AB
, V AB = cACBπC0 . (52)
This new constraint basis (47,48) and Hamiltonian (49), being apparently equivalent to the orig-
inal counterparts (39,42) and (44), satisfies the split involution conjecture (4, 5) with vanishing
structure constants:
{T 1A, T 1B} = 0, {T 2A, T 2B} = 0 , (53)
{T 1A, T 2B} = −δAB (54)
{T 1A, H} = {T 2A, H} = 0. (55)
Thus, in this second class theory, we have found the formulation which allows to construct the
BRST–anti–BRST covariant description without any artificial gauging procedure. The respective
extended BRST symmetry generators have the simplest possible form: they are linear in ghost
variables, as both the constraint algebras are abelian.
Ωa˙ a = C a˙ A T aA − P a˙ AλaA . (56)
The BRST-anti-BRST invariant complete Hamiltonian, being built according to the general pre-
scription of the Section 4, has following explicit form:
Hcomplete =
1
2
C a˙ AC b˙ Aǫa˙b˙ −
1
2
P a˙ AP b˙ Aǫa˙b˙ +
1
2
(f iA − ∂iπB0 Φ
BA)2 +
1
2
fˆAfˆA −
− λ2AπA0 + λ
1A(f 0A − ΦAB fˆB). (57)
The extended BRST symmetry generators and the Hamiltonian depend on ghosts in a simplest
possible way, however they are not polynomials in the original variables, because of the function
ΦAB (52). In this respect, this formulation resembles another BRST description of the model [23]
recently derived by means of the traditional idea of embedding the second class theory into an
extended phase space to convert the constraints in a first class. The advantage of our formulation
is that i) it does not break the explicit self–duality and ii) it is globally equivalent to the original
theory, while the first class embedding coincides to the original second class model only in a certain
gauge which may have a Gribov horizon as the constraints are essentially nonlinear functions. So,
this converted formulation may actually contain Gribov’s copies which do not correspond the
original second class model.
The problem of nonpolynomial dependence of the momenta could be overcome if we did not
solve primary constraints θAi (40) eliminating momenta π
A
i and reducing the Poisson bracket to
the form (45). In doing so, we have to find the split involution basis for all the constraints θA0
(39), θAi (40), θ
A
3 (42), and the Hamiltonian H (41). The respective expressions, as we may see,
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are polynomials. Introduce the constraints T aµ, a = 1, 2, where µ is a collective index being a
pair µ = ([1, A], [2, A]):
T 1 [1A] = θA3 = f
0A − fˆA,
T 1 [2A] = θA1 +
1
m
∇2θA0 = π
A
1 +
1
2m
f 2A + 1
m
∇2πA0 ,
T 2 [1A] = 1
m
θA0 =
1
m
πA0 , (58)
T 2 [2A] = θA2 −
1
m
∇1θA0 = π
A
2 −
1
2m
f 1A − 1
m
∇1πA0 ,
{T (aµ, T b)ν} = 0, {T [aµ, T b]ν} =
2
m
δµνεab
The Hamiltonian, being modified by weakly vanishing contributions,
H =
1
2
(f i A +mεiaT a[2A])2 +
+
1
2
(fˆA −∇aT a[2A] +
m
2
cABCεabT a[2B]T b[2C])2. (59)
commutes strongly to all the constraints T aµ. In this formulation we have twice more constraints
(therefore more ghosts should be introduced), but the ghosts enter linearly into the BRST gener-
ators and quadratically in the complete Hamiltonian. Both Hamiltonian (59) and BRST charges,
being constructed in the general procedure of the section 4 with constraints (58), are polynomials
in all the variables.
Thus, the method allows to construct explicitly BRST-anti-BRST invariant description of the
self-dual model without any artificial gauging procedure.
5.2 Massive Yang–Mills field.
In the framework of this method, the basic problem to be solved for the BRST-anti-BRST covariant
quantization of the theory is in explicit constructing the constraint basis subject to the split
involution requirements. For the massive nonabelian Yang–Mills field, the respective constraints
T aα , a = 1, 2 have been found in Ref. [16], where T
1
α are abelian, and T
2
α generate a nonabelian
algebra, related to this field. In this paper, we suggest another equivalent constraint basis where
both T 1α and T
2
α are abelian, that simplifies the explicit form of the extended BRST symmetry
generators.
We start with the conventional d = 4 massive Yang–Mills field Lagrangian
L = −
1
4
GAµνG
µν A +
m2
2
AAµA
µA, (60)
where the following conventions are used: metrics (+,−,−,−), fABC — totally anti-symmetric
structure constant of a Lie group, covariant derivative and field tensor are defined as
GAµν = ∂µA
A
ν − ∂νA
A
µ + f
ABCAµBACν
∇µφA = ∂µφA + fABCAµBφC .
Introduce canonical momenta pAµ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3,
{AµA, pBν } = δ
µ
ν δ
AB.
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The primary constraints are trivial:
θA1 = p
A
0 . (61)
The Hamiltonian reads
H =
1
2
pAi p
A
i +
1
4
GAijG
ij A − A0A∇ipAi −
m2
2
A0AA0A +
m2
2
Ai AAiA. (62)
Conservation of the primary constraints results in the secondary ones:
θA2 = ∇
ipAi +m
2A0A. (63)
To start with constructing the split involution constraint basis, we use another Hamiltonian
Hinitial =
1
2
pAi p
A
i +
1
4
GAijG
ij A +
m2
2
Ai AAi A +
1
2m2
(∇ipAi )(∇
ipAi ), (64)
which is equivalent to (62) as they differ from each other by contributions proportional to the
constraints θA2 .
The constraints have following Poisson brackets
{θA1 , θ
B
1 } = 0,
{θA1 , θ
B
2 } = −m
2δAB,
{θA2 , θ
B
2 } = f
ABC∇ipCi ,
{θA1 , Hinitial} = 0,
{θA2 , Hinitial} = m
2∂iA
i A.
To bring the theory to the split involution form, consider following constraints and Hamiltonian:
T 1A = pA0 , (65)
T 2A = ΦAB∇ipBi +m
2A0A, (66)
H =
1
2
pAi p
A
i +
1
4
GAijG
ij A +
m2
2
(Ai A −
1
m2
∂ipB0 Φ
BA)2 +
1
2m2
(∇ipAi )(∇
ipAi ), (67)
where ΦAB = ΦAB(p0) satisfies the Maurer–Cartan equations (50) with c
ABC = m−2fABC
(∂A stands for a partial derivative by p0) and boundary conditions Φ
AB|p0=0 = δ
AB . The solution
has the form (52) with V AB = m−2fABCpC0 . These constraints and Hamiltonian, being equivalent
to the initial ones, obey the split involution requirements:
{T 1A, T 1B} = 0, {T 2A, T 2B} = 0,
{T 1A, T 2B} = −m2δAB
{T 1A, H} = {T 2A, H} = 0.
The extended BRST symmetry generators have the same form as in the self–dual model (56)
where the explicit expressions of the constraints T aA are given by Rel. (65,66). To conclude, we
write down explicitly the complete unitarizing Hamiltonian
Hcomplete =
1
2
pAi p
A
i +
1
4
GAijG
ij A +
m2
2
(Ai A −
1
m2
∂ipB0 Φ
BA)2 +
1
2m2
(∇ipAi )(∇
ipAi )−
−λ2ApA0 + λ
1A(ΦAB∇ipBi +m
2A0A) +
1
2
m2C a˙ AC b˙ Aǫa˙b˙ −
1
2
P a˙ AP b˙ Aǫa˙b˙ (68)
Although ghosts are free in this Hamiltonian, the nonabelian interaction algebra reveals itself
in the theory through the nonlinear contributions of the function ΦAB, being a solution to the
Maurer-Cartan equations (50).
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6 Concluding remarks
Let us discuss some remarkable features of the constructed formulation of the BRST-anti-BRST
invariant second class theory.
First, the suggested extension for the BRST-anti-BRST algebra, being underlaid by the split
involution relations, involves on equal footing 2 BRST generators and 2 anti-BRST ones, and it
should contain a new central element ∆ which appears in the commutator of a charge and another
anti-charge. This central element involves the nonvanishing part of the second class constraint
commutator and, thereby it could be never eliminated from the algebra. What is more, it is the
central element ∆ which determines the unitarizing Hamiltonian Hcomplete along with H, being a
direct BRST-anti-BRST invariant extension of the original Hamiltonian H . The only ambiguity
in the definition of Hcomplete is in the choice of a particular function F (∆) which incorporates ∆ in
the Hamiltonian. It is more narrow arbitrariness in comparison to the case of a BRST-anti-BRST
covariant formulation of first class theory or the nonextended split involution formalism. In both
the later cases, the unitarizing Hamiltonian involves gauge Boson which is an arbitrary function
(of a certain ghost number) of any original variables, ghosts and Lagrange multipliers.
Second, we observe that both BRST and anti–BRST symmetry may appear in a pure second
class constrained theory, having no genuine gauge invariance. It shows that the common recogni-
tion of the BRST invariance as a residual symmetry of the gauge theory is not quite exact in the
sense that the original second class constraint surface, being conserved in time, may give rise to
the corresponding conservation of the BRST charges, when the ghosts and Lagrange multipliers
are introduced in the formalism. Thus, the suggested formulation enables to employ all the tools
of the BRST theory to analyze the second class constrained systems. In particular in a second
class theory, one may attempt to study anomalies, physical spectrum and consistency of interac-
tions by means of the BRST cohomological technique. Mention that the cohomological approach
to construction of interactions, being applied in a gauge theory [21], usually brings rather no–go
theorems than new interactions. For example, for the massless vector field in d > 3, there are
no consistent interactions besides the Yang-Mills one. However, for the second class constrained
case, the answers could be different. As is known, the ordinary massive Y-M theory corresponds
to the split involution second class constrained system with one abelian and one nonabelian al-
gebra [16], or it could be formulated even as a pair of abelian but nonpolinomial constraints,
that have explicitly shown in this paper. The respective extension of the massive Y-M field with
two different nonabelian algebras is still unknown, but the suggested formalism does not reveal
any explicit obstacle to introducing such a new type interaction along the conventional lines of
the cohomological approach to consistently constructing interactions in a constrained theory (for
review of the approach see [24]). Mention that the similar intriguing question about the consistent
interactions for higher spin massive theories remains yet unsolved, and the split involution scheme
seems to be a natural tool to construct the interaction in this case.
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